2001 toyota camry timing marks

For the "belt guide washer" or "timing belt guide", yes, the bowed side faces out or "facing the
cup side outward". But it looks reversed in the video. Teeth marks should face timing belt. We
have women with these qualities and more all here with us. Check our other Services Set down
on stands or blocks. I like wood blocks. Loosen the 14mm alternator pivot bolt and the 12mm
alternator adjustment lock bolt. Then turn the 14mm adjustment bolt clockwise until the belt
loosens enough to remove. Loosen the bolts indicated by the white arrows. Turn orange to
remove belt. This is optional, but recommended since it is quite easy and affords more room to
work. Remove the two aforementioned bolts, unplug the wiring and unbolt the 10 mm battery
plus connection. If desired it can be set aside, out of the way with wiring attached. Remove
these three bolts and unplug the ground wire. The top bolt is easy, but let's get into some detail
on the much harder lower two bolts. This is a narrow spot, a mere 7 mm wide and using a
socket that is too shallow will not allow the ratchet bar to clear and turn. Find some tools with a
combined width of 5. Finding these ahead of time will save frustration in fitting an effective tool
in there. Smaller tools will be needed to fully remove the bolts These lower bolts are tough due
to tight access. The difficulty is in loosening a 10 mm pivot bolt above the pump. Now move the
pump forward to loosen and remove the belt. The other long bolt is also on top and the length is
needed as it serves double duty as a wiring harness holder. With all four removed, jiggle the
cover, with a very tight clearance up and out. This is best done by turning the crankshaft with a
socket and breaker bar. See the timing section below for detail on this position. This 19mm bolt
will likely be a challenge if you don't have air tools. It didn't work on this application. Instead, I
was forced to use the "starter bump" method, and I was pleased with the results. Take
precautions to disable the ignition starting the car is a very bad thing in this situation. I found
pulling the spark plug wires the easiest way. Wire up a large breaker bar at a right angle to a
substantial part. I used the lower control arm. Then give the starter a few taps. No One can be
anywhere near that side of the car during this procedure! The breaker bar needs to be secured
before bumping the starter. The hole in the cam sprocket will align with a tick mark on the
bearing cap behind it. It may help to check this by putting a small tool through the hole and
feeling for the recessed tick mark. Torque to 31 ft lbs. The idler is torqued to 31 ft lbs 2 Install
the tension pulley if removed or replaced. Do not torque at this time. Temporarily tighten it in
the downward position as necessary to install the belt. Start at the radiator side, keeping that
side of the belt taut slack free. Thread it through the other side and when fully positioned,
release tension on the tension pulley only enough to take up the slack in the belt. Do not torque
the belt at this time. This comes later. Loosen the tension pulley to apply tension to the belt 4
Install the belt guide washer. The bowed side faces out. Make note of the timing mark on the
cover- 45 degrees before top dead center. I highlighted it with white paint for easier ID. The mark
highlighted in white is 45 degrees before TDC 6 Install the harmonic balancer. It does not need
to be torqued at this time. At this point the mark on the harmonic balancer will align with the
mark 45 degrees before top dead center on the lower timing cover. Now you can torque the
tension pulley to 31 ft lbs. Reassemble the Front of the Engine. There are four 10mm bolts of
three different lengths. The two upper bolts are longest and a wiring harness holder slips over
the end of the threads. The lowest bolt is shorter and the most difficult and will have to be
started by feel. I could find no torque specified for these bolts. This one is a struggle to reach.
Tap in the long 14mm pivot and hand tighten. Install the 12mm. Tighten both pivot and lock bolt.
Anonymous May 13, at AM. Anonymous June 23, at PM. Newer Post Older Post Home.
Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. Loosening the power steering pump pivot bolt. This is a
steering wheel puller that worked great here. The little bump must align with a mark on the
sprocket Loosen the tension pulley to apply tension to the belt. The mark highlighted in white is
45 degrees before TDC. I have a Camry. I have replaced the timing belt and have replaced the
fuel pump because it wasn't starting, when I go in to start the car again, I get nothing. The
starter turns but it won't cut back on Rowefast answered 3 years ago. Marisol answered 3 years
ago. Is this right? Yes that's exactly how I have it timed. I cannot hear the fuel pump turning on
when I try to start the car. Do you know where the relay is for it? I've checked all relays under
the hood an they all look good. Well then fuel at this point is the issue. And yes the relay is
under the hood. If there is a cover for the relay fuse box look on the underneath side of the
cover for locations. Or they may be marked by each relay. Need power to the fuel pump, and
you should hear it prime up when you turn the key to the on position. Yeah I don't hear turn on
when I turn it. I did though buy starter fluid an put it in the intake an it didn't try to start. Do you
still think it's fuel related? I would think spraying starter fluid in the throttle body would at least
get it to try to start but I could be wrong. Not to familiar with Toyota's. Yes, starting fluid should
have made it fire off. It sounds like there is no power to anything. Going to have to start looking
for why there is no power, check things on the engine that would be powered up when the key
is on, like at the coil. I just got back, I'll be here the rest of the day. So it's getting power to the

coil packs but no spark to plugs cause I pulled the plug and left wires attached and tried
cranking it. And I didn't smell any fuel in any cylinders. Was this running before you started into
it? Do you have a scanner to check for codes also I do have a scanner it's pulling no codes,
before I bought the car it was showing catalyst and evap codes. I bought it off a guy on Craig's
list, it was broken down when I looked at it, What I saw was just a broken water pump an timing
belt. So I fixed those issues. I was thinking easy and fast fix, now it looks like I might be dealing
with way more. But the car was broken down on the side of the road. Ok, there is a ignition
control module in there somewhere, that could be bad, find it and take it out along with the coil
s and have them tested at an auto parts store. That way you would know if there good or bad.
And also the crankshaft sensor, I think the auto parts store could check that or you could by
taking it out and hooking up 12V to it, it turns into a magnet so put it against something metal.
Usually the crankshaft sensor is not the issue, usually And you may want to check the cylinder
compression. You just don't know the condition of the engine. So I feel completely dumb So
there's was athe little black box underneath the dash that was not sending the signal to the coil
pack or fuel pump. It's called avi start Hate it took someone else to find it but all hrs put there
was worth it. Didn't get to start It because the battery was dead so have it charging at auto zone
an. Hey, its all a good learning experience! And if everything turns out on this, you will know it
inside and out, and know what to do when something needs repairing. Your welcome. Let me
know when you get it started, that kind of stuff is good to hear. Tony answered 3 years ago. I
have been following this thread Rowefast I sure will. Haven't gotten to it, all I have to do is run
some wires. I took a much needed break Hopefully tonight or Tomm I will. Will let y'all know :.
The starter turns but it won't c My Question is, can you replace the factory struts on a Toyota
Camry with a set of regular shocks? My 01 camry wont start,with no indication at all,it got hot
while driving and lost all water i pulled it home,replaced the water pump and had to. My son's
Camry runs great. About a week ago while driving the car it suddenly stalled and quit running it
would not restart until the engine got cold then ran for a little while before stalling I have a
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